Spotless Spa

SPECIAL FEATURES

Custom cabinetry,
quartz countertops
with a waterfall edge,
freestanding tub with
floor-mounted tub filler,
mosaic tile backsplash,
toe-kick LED lighting

When these Florida homeowners decided to take the
dive to remodel their master bathroom, they desired a clean
and bright aesthetic and unfussy functionality. So they hired
PRODUCTS USED
Brian Raymond of Naples Kitchen & Bath to design the
Cabinetry: Holiday
desired look.
Kitchens
Flooring: Limestone
Gutting the room to improve the floor plan, Raymond
Grigio matte
Vanity Tops: Silestone
removed the couple’s existing outdated cultured marble
Helix 3-centimeter
bathtub. He also reconfigured the location of the vanities,
quartz
Sink(s): Kohler Verticyl
mirrors, and lighting for a more functional and visually
Faucet(s): Danze
pleasing arrangement. In the new layout, a freestanding
Midtown single-lever in
Chrome
bathtub with floor-mounted tub filler from Signature
Tub: Signature Hardware
Hardware is nestled angled in the corner. On the other
Boyce
Shower Door: Frameless
side of the room, a frameless glass enclosure reveals a new
Wallcovering: Elegante
shower with decorative tile. His-and-hers custom vanities
Natural Stone Marmi
Calacutta honed
in a soft cream finish from Holiday Kitchens flank the
PHOTOGRAPHER
bright white tub and feature quartz countertops with a
Peter Falencik
waterfall edge covering the sides. Oversize frameless mirrors
form a reflective expanse above all, brightening the room.
Further illuminating the room is a mix of can lights, vanity
lights, and toe-kick LED lighting, which glows against the
Limestone Grigio matte tile flooring.
While sourcing the right products
ABOUT THE DESIGNER
to achieve the requested style without
Brian Raymond
exceeding the couple’s budget proved
Naples Kitchen & Bath
1719 J&C Blvd.
challenging, Raymond pulled off
Naples, FL 34109
the remodeling project perfectly and
239.593.4848
gave this couple the spotless spa they
www.napleskb.com
dreamed of creating. «
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Open and Inviting

SPECIAL FEATURES

Custom wood hood,
custom cabinetry,
marble tile backsplash,
quartz countertops,
Thermador appliances,
wide-plank European
white oak wood floors

With raising a family and entertaining friends
frequently, this couple felt it was time to address and
improve their kitchen’s form and function. Wanting
PRODUCTS USED
someone who specializes in creating incredible custom
Cabinetry: Woodland
designs, they contacted Brian Raymond of Naples Kitchen custom
Flooring: Abruzzo
& Bath. Offering a one-stop experience, Naples Kitchen
wide-plank European
white oak
& Bath can design, furnish, and install all the necessary
Countertops: Silestone
components to facilitate a complete kitchen remodel.
quartz
Sink(s): Schock Everest
Needing to gut the space for a complete renovation,
Faucets: Moen Arbor in
the couple knew their kitchen was in good hands. They
stainless steel
Cooktop: Thermador
requested an oversize island for prep work, serving,
Oven: Thermador
and entertaining. To create enough space for the island
Refrigerator: Thermador
Dishwasher: Thermador
and to open up the floor plan, Raymond started by
Backsplash: Marble
removing a wall. He then had to x-ray the concrete
Skyline polished tile
slab for post-tension cable to run electrical conduit in
PHOTOGRAPHER
Randall Perry
the slab for the new island. The designer also relocated
Photography
HVAC ductwork and sprinklers in order to create a
coffer ceiling centered directly over the island.
The open and inviting layout is anchored by the island
and functions much better for the family’s lifestyle. The
design was finished with high-end
features and beautiful materials. The
ABOUT THE DESIGNER
creamy quartz counters perfectly
Brian Raymond
complement the custom cabinetry
Naples Kitchen & Bath
1719 J&C Blvd.
and hood. Other notable elements
Naples, FL 34109
include a marble tile backsplash,
239.593.4848
pendant island lighting, and
www.napleskb.com
integrated appliances. «
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